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The fight that almost didn't happen is indeed happening. Hesdy Gerges has had his legal
problems, but he is a free man for now and takes on the very, very tough Daniel Ghita. Both
men start off throwing incredibly hard and fast kicks, to the extent where you forget how big they
are. Ghita's hands have improved, but Gerges still has an edge in that department, he is also
checking every few leg kicks, but Ghita's leg kicks are crisp and deadly.

Ghita comes out a bit slower than he did in the first round and is getting frustrated by Gerges'
quick combos. He drops his hands and invites Gerges to unload on him, awesome moment
where he is just shouting for more punishment. This won't win him the round or the fight, but
moments like that are amazing. Gerges keeps his combos crisp and near the end of the second
round is actually able to drop Ghita hitting him low! Ghita pulls himself up and keeps slugging it
out. It isn't clear if that was counted as a down or not, but it doesn't matter as it was a round for
Hesdy.

Going into the third, Ghita looks visibly tired while Gerges is still moving forward and connecting
with combinations. Ghita makes an epic comeback and lands a few mighty kicks and follows up
with a few big punches, going to the body of Gerges with kicks and punches. Hesdy is showing
signs of being hurt but he keeps coming. Ghita lands flush on Gerges' jaw and Gerges pulls a
Ghita and moves head first at him with his guard down. These guys are just trying to kill each
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other.

The round ends and I'd say Gerges won the first two and Ghita took the third, but I want an
extension round.

It looks like Hesdy Gerges has taken the unanimous decision, winning those first two rounds in
the fashion that he did. Amazing fight. Hesdy Gerges is going to go places in the Heavyweight
division and Ghita is going to be around for a very long time.
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